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Certent Expands Disclosure Management Solutions with Launch of Disclosure
Research
New Product Improves SEC Regulatory Submissions
Pleasanton, CA – October 7, 2015 – Certent, Inc., a leading provider of software as a service (SaaS)
solutions for equity compensation management and regulatory filings with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), announces the launch of Disclosure Research, its latest offering to improve
the process of efficiently developing and submitting high quality regulatory documents. Disclosure
Research is available today and can be accessed via a 30-day no-obligation free trial.

“Disclosure Research helps companies proactively reduce risk by easily accessing already-accepted notes
to financial statements, searching SEC correspondence and commentary on reporting issues, and
comparing like disclosures from different auditors,” says Michael Madigan, senior vice president product
management and strategy at Certent. “The advanced functionality enables companies to stay ahead of
trends with alerts that show shifts in how other companies disclose relevant items, which leads to a
highly efficient analysis process.”

Certent Disclosure Research provides intuitive and efficient access to public disclosures and helps locate
qualitative, unstructured information to establish best practices and perform peer comparisons with
ease. With Certent, you have the ability to filter searches of SEC disclosures using more than 40 built-in
criteria including industry, exchange, revenue, geographic location, etc. and receive automatic email
notifications as soon as filings are published. Search criteria, search results and company lists can all be
saved and easily shared via email across your team to maximize collaboration.

Rob Blake, director of product strategy at Certent, further explained the impetus behind the product:
“With the continued pressure facing external reporting teams, we are excited to launch Disclosure
Research to give them a more effective way to use publicly available data to make their submissions in
line with accepted standards and peer submissions, thus lowering the cost and risks of financial
compliance.”

About Certent:
Certent makes it easier for companies to meet their financial compliance requirements. Certent's userfriendly, web-based technology streamlines equity plan management, financial reporting for ASC718,
and financial filings (in XBRL and HTML) with the U.S. SEC. With technology based on in-depth
accounting expertise, an open ecosystem of industry partners, and an expert services organization
focused on customer success, Certent has helped more than 1,300 companies worldwide innovate their
financial compliance processes.

